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First, you will want to download this easy to use, free CAD program:

Sketchup Make 2017: 
https://www.sketchup.com/sketchup/2017/en/sketchupmake-2017-2-2555-90782-en-x64-exe

You should see this list of tools on the left side of Sketchup’s interface. If anything necessary is missing, a quick google search should point you to a guide for how to modify 
the ‘Window → Preferences’ – to make your desired tools appear. I have made the picture horizontal for the sake of keeping this presentation neat.

For this phase of the tutorial, let’s say we wish to test a 5’ x 5’ footprint. To do this, we are going to want to create a 5’ x 5’ square using the 
Square Tool I’ve annotated. Its as simple as clicking the tool, clicking an area of your workspace, typing: 5’,5’ – Then pressing Enter. This should 
generate a 2-D, 5’ x 5’ square into your CAD environment. 

Now for your Z-axis, or desired mounting distance. Again, let’s go with 22”. Click the Line Tool, which I’ve annotated above. You will notice if you 
drag your cursor, with the Line Tool activated, at the middle you will see this image pop up:

Introduction to SketchUp – The Simple CAD Drawing Program

https://www.sketchup.com/sketchup/2017/en/sketchupmake-2017-2-2555-90782-en-x64-exe
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Use this to draw horizontal and vertical lines at your midpoints, so that you have a centered-point for your footprint to 
work from to create your Z-axis. Once you have found your center-point, simply use the line tool to vertically raise the 
line to 22”, as so:

Again, you could simply click your center-point with the line tool, then type: 22” – And press Enter. This would create 
a 22” vertical Z-axis to represent your mounting distance.

You would now use the square tool to create your 2-Dimensional Base Points, where you would take measurements 
with a quantum sensor. This would be like importing your PAR Map into the CAD program. 

You could create your own mat, or download my completed version from the Sketchup 3D Warehouse to use, and 
simply replace the micromole concentration values with your own for the 2-D Base Points, for your own personal 
calculations. 

Creating Your Footprint

https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com/
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You can download my Completed Version here: 
https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com/model/8ea7ca36-a05a-4129-b7b7-212d2a3aef6f/3-Dimensional-Photometric-Uniformity-Mat

To download the appropriate model version for the free version of SketchUp, just click ‘SketchUp 2017 Model’ – and then it’s as simple as dragging 
and dropping the downloaded file into your CAD environment.

If you chose this route, you now have a 73 point mat, with a 22” Z-axis, and all diagonal lines from the 2-D Base Points to the 
Origin of the Z-axis – already created for you, ready to be measured. Upon dragging the file into your CAD environment, you 
should see something like this:

For the remainder of this tutorial, we will assume you are using my model. 

You are going to want to replicate my photometric uniformity mat in-person – Which I highly recommend. A quick PM to me and I’ll shoot over the 
printable version of my 5’ x 5’ mat. 

73 points wasn’t chosen, its simply the product of the process by which I create the spread-pattern I desired for my testing mat. I definitely 
wouldn’t want a PAR Map showcasing anything less than 73 points for a 5’ x 5’ footprint. The less points, the less accurate your calculations will be. 
As you can see in Computer Simulated PPFD Plots on the next page, there is no desire for less points. The more points, the better.

Downloading My Model

https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com/model/8ea7ca36-a05a-4129-b7b7-212d2a3aef6f/3-Dimensional-Photometric-Uniformity-Mat
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How Many Points Do You Want To Test?

Now, it’s up to you how many points you wish to test, or how large of a footprint you desire to 

test. Each square surrounding the 2-D Base Points within my model follows a sequential order 

as such: 

5’ x 5’→ 4’ x 4’ → 3’ x 3’ → 2’ x 2’ → 1’ x 1’

If you wanted to practice by testing a 4’ x 4’ footprint, as I did in the introduction of this 

algorithm, you would simply ignore the squares (2-D Base Points) along the exterior perimeter 

of the model, and test those within the rest of the model with a quantum sensor. This would be 

a total of 57 2-D Base Points.

So, now you’ve measured your desired 2-D Base Points, and have values for the micromole 

concentration at those points. The next step is using the ruler tool, which I’ve annotated on 

page #1 and page #2, to measure the diagonal line from your 2-D Base Point, to the Origin of 

your Z-axis (your mounting distance). Note these measurements to be squared later, so that we 

can input them into the Inverse Square Law formula.
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Example for Incorporating a Single Diagonal 

Measurement Into the Inverse Square Law Formula

Diagonal Line = 3' 3 1/8" || 39.1250”
[d1²] Diagonal Line² = 6.2549980016” || 6.2550”

Mounting Distance = 22.0000”
[d2²] Mounting Distance² = 4.69041575982” || 4.6904”

[i1] Micromole Concentration = 561.393177 µmol m-2 s-1 || 561.3932 µmol m-2 s-1

[i2] Solve for Proportional Intensity Value

i2 = d1² = i1 i2 = (39.1250”)² (d1²)    (561.3932 μmoles/m2/s) (i1)
d2² (22.0000”)² (d2²)

i2 = 6.2550”² (d1)    (561.3932 μmoles/m2/s) (i1)
4.6904”²  (d2)

i2 = 1.333574961623742 || 1.3336 (561.3932 μmoles/m2/s) (i1)

i2 = 748.67397152 || 748.6740 μmoles/m2/s – Proportional Intensity!

Let’s use the furthest point (within a 4’ x 4’ perimeter) of our [Elite]’s 2-D Base Point, measure its diagonal line to the 
Origin of the Z-axis, square it, and input it into the Inverse Square Law Formula – To find its Proportional Intensity! 

*This is the Proportional Intensity Value between the measurement of the furthest 
2-D Base Point of our [Elite] and the Origin of the 22” Z-Axis, within a 4’ x 4’ footprint.
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Closing Statement

Hopefully this helps you better understand the process of using my algorithm to procure the proportional intensity values of 

your fixtures in relation to the space you’re intending to cover, so that you have a more calculated understanding of how 
well they are performing in regard to Photometric Uniformity. 

Photometric Uniformity is arguably more important than spectrum. I’d say it’s definitely of chief focus, as what’s the point in 
a better spectrum, if the canopy isn’t adequately saturated with light? 

People have been playing with various White LED spectrums quite a bit, and really, only subtle differences are being 

noted so far. I feel safe in asserting we’ve decided spectrum produced by LES(s) emitting White LED Light is sufficient in 
comparison to its predecessors, and that we’ve yet to land on an appropriate combination of shades, so to speak, for the 
proper configuration of LEDs emitting White LED Light spectra. Degree of Photometric Uniformity variance is definitely 
greater amongst competing light manufacturers, compared to that of improvements in modifying the combination of 
different shades of White LED Light. 

However, theoretically (For example: our [Elite] model), with 21 separate sources of light; 8 being Samsung Strips 

positioned along the perimeter of the array (to relieve the natural centralized micromole intensity toward the center area 
of the footprint), 13 being COBs (Circular LES(s) arranged so that they are equidistant within a square array), and our 
hexagonal configuration of COBs – I would venture to say that arranging diodes with different configurations of Kelvin 
Temperatures and Color Rendering Indexes within our designs, would lead to producing the most optimal spectrums, in 
addition to proper photometric uniformity. 

This is primarily due to the fact that we’ve achieved equidistance amongst combining Samsung Strips with 

COBs.

One might even venture to say the importance of spectrum is inversely proportional to the 

degree by which light spreads from the array, throughout the canopy. 


